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UVK is an antivirus program that aims at making your computer work faster and better. The program features a large amount of utilities for users who often tweak their settings to make their computer work more efficiently. Ultra Virus Killer is designed to scan your computer for any virus, malware, spyware or other potentially unwanted programs. It also includes tools for general system optimization. You can use Ultra
Virus Killer to fix common Windows errors and remove junk files. Also, it comes with an uninstaller, repair tools and other functions to protect your PC and the registry. Additionally, it can show a process explorer, an autorun manager and a whole bunch of other tools. Ultra Virus Killer is suitable for users of all experience levels. Select what you want to download Piano Keyboard 7.5 Mb Piano Keyboard Description: Piano
Keyboard is one of our most popular products. With Piano Keyboard you can play all your favorite songs on your PC with just a few mouse clicks. Keyboard And Keypad Driver 3.3 Mb Keyboard And Keypad Driver Description: To make sure that you can use your keyboard, mouse and gamepad with your computer, you should install the keyboard and keypad driver. Installing the drivers is very easy, and can be done in just
a few seconds. CD/DVD Drive Software 2.8 Mb CD/DVD Drive Software Description: Everyone needs a CD/DVD drive nowadays. For no good reason, it is so popular that any PC manufacturer bundles it with its computers. It seems like nothing can be done without it. Email Manager 4.7 Mb Email Manager Description: An efficient email manager to organize all your email in the cloud or local computer. Also includes a
Gmail plugin and apps to view, reply to, or send email in other email services like Yahoo, AOL, Outlook, and Windows Live Mail. Office Suite 4.5 15.2 Mb Office Suite 4.5 Description: All you need to run the best Office applications. Try our free Office Suite, with a wide range of built-in productivity tools and fully-integrated services for a simple and enjoyable user experience. Password Manager 2.7 Mb Password
Manager Description: We have added a few new features to Password Manager. Now you can more easily navigate and sort your passwords and never lose
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* Remove the unwanted applications by using its own tools or those from other software. * Clean the system registry with only useful items. * Keep the computer virus free. * Fix the startup, shutdown, run error. * Get rid of invalid.exe and.dll extensions. * Find the file and remove the virus or spyware. * Remove the unnecessary programs from the start menu. * Scan and remove the virus or spyware by using the scanner. *
Repair, rebuild, analyze, optimize and repair the system. * Remove the system error. * Fix the browser error. * Fix the file error. * Scan and remove the virus or spyware by using the scanner. * Find the file and remove the virus or spyware. * Fix the error by using the repair tool. * Repair, rebuild, analyze, optimize and repair the system. * Clean and optimize the computer registry. * Find the file and remove the virus or
spyware by using the scanner. * Scan and remove the virus or spyware by using the scanner. * Remove the unnecessary programs from the start menu. * Scan and remove the virus or spyware by using the scanner. * Fix the file error. * Repair, rebuild, analyze, optimize and repair the system. * Fix the error by using the repair tool. * Scan and remove the virus or spyware by using the scanner. * Remove the process by using its
own tools or those from other software. * Scan and remove the virus or spyware by using the scanner. * Remove the unnecessary programs from the start menu. * Fix the error by using the repair tool. * Repair, rebuild, analyze, optimize and repair the system. * Clean and optimize the computer registry. * Scan and remove the virus or spyware by using the scanner. * Remove the process by using its own tools or those from
other software. * Scan and remove the virus or spyware by using the scanner. * Clean and optimize the computer registry. * Scan and remove the virus or spyware by using the scanner. * Fix the error by using the repair tool. * Repair, rebuild, analyze, optimize and repair the system. * Fix the error by using the repair tool. * Fix the file error. * Scan and remove the virus or spyware by using the scanner. * Fix the error by using
the 1d6a3396d6
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UVK is a free, easy-to-use PC optimization utility. Thanks to its modular design, users can pick and choose which tools they want and have access to all of them. The tool is very intuitive, with a straightforward, well-organized interface, which makes it easy to use. UVK is designed to be intuitive and easy to use, but you will need to purchase a license if you want to unlock all its features. You can also use it to fix common
Windows errors and remove junk files The main window of UVK (Ultra Virus Killer) is neatly organized and displays all the available sections you can access so as to optimize your PC. Fix common Windows errors and remove junk files You can start with the System Booster component where you can scan your computer for a wide range of errors, such as invalid file or shell extensions, broken ActiveX/COM objects, junk
files or invalid shortcuts. Additionally, you can use the dedicated uninstaller to remove the applications you no longer use, verify their file signature, navigate to their registry key or search for details on Internet. Due to this tool, you can also make sure that no traces are left once the app is uninstalled. Protect the registry and autorun apps UVK also comes with an immunization tool that can help you prevent changes to most
vulnerable areas on your PC, such as the registry, Windows startup or Windows Explorer. While this does not replace a fully-fledged antivirus solution, it can be used as a complementary utility. You can also use UVK to apply some fixes to your PC, such as freeing physical memory, creating a restore point, creating a backup of the registry or killing all non-system processes. You can also reset various Windows to default
values, defragment all drives, empty browsers’ cache or rebuild icon cache. Manage processes and autorun entries In addition to all the mentioned fixes, UVK also includes a process explorer, autorun manager and other specialized tools that should only be operated by experts. If configured correctly, the functions provided by UVK can help you protect your PC against malware or faulty software, but you will need to purchase
a license if you want to unlock all its features. UVK (Ultra Virus Killer) Features: “System Booster” Scan, repair and restore all your Windows errors See and repair all Windows errors without need to restart PC Uninstall, repair and repair your apps Get
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System Requirements:

Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i3-3220, AMD Athlon X2 5600+, Core i5-2400S or better RAM: 4GB Graphics: 2GB AMD/NVIDIA Graphics card (ATI/AMD) HDD: 40GB Operating System: Windows 7, 8, 10 DirectX: Version 9.0c Networking: Broadband Internet connection Other: Internet connection is recommended Minimum: Processor: Intel Core i3-
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